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Healing Historical Trauma 
Framed in a one hour talk – Harmony Hill Retreat Center 

http://www.echohawkcounseling.com/harmony-hill-cancer-retreat/  

Introduction 

Injustices left ignored or otherwise undealt with are “standing victories,” and perpetuate the juries of 

historical trauma. Stereotyping that is accepted by the general public, lack of funding for health care due 

to unjust politics, distortions of history taught in public schools, and the like are examples of standing 

victories. 

http://www.ehcounseling.com/
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The definition of historical trauma 
See http://www.echohawkcounseling.com/ehc-resource/workshops/healing-historical-trauma-training/ 

for complete training presentation. 

HISTORICAL TRAUMA:  

[A transgenerational] term denoting trauma perpetrated upon a people group by another people group, 

such as slavery, genocide and ethnic cleansing. These forms of social violence are victimizing and can 

appear inescapable to a social group, creating a shared sense of disempowerment and collective 

despair. 

http://aboriginal.telethonkids.org.au/media/54889/chapter10.pdf 

 

[Historical trauma is a transgenerational] cumulative trauma, defined as collective and compounding 

emotional and psychic woundings over time, over the life span and across generations, emphasizing that 

the trauma is multi-generational and is not limited to a single life span. HT is differentiated from other 

forms of generational trauma by the nature of the traumatization (genocide, ethnic cleansing, slavery, 

etc.). 

(Based on Maria Yellow Horse Brave Heart’s Doctoral Dissertation) 

 

HISTORICAL TRAUMA RESPONSE (HTR) 

 HTR Summary List . . .  

Guilt | Depression | Emotional Numbness | Substance Abuse | Addiction to Drama | Multiple Addictions 

| Poor Self-Image | Low Self-Esteem | Anger | Rage | Self-Destructive Behavior(s) | Victim Identity | 

PTSD | Dysfunctional Loyalties | Abused Abusers (“Hurt people hurt people.”) 

See http://www.whitebison.org/magazine/2005/volume6/no6.htm 

  

HISTORICAL UNRESOLVED GRIEF (HUG) 

Complex grief that is chronic, delayed, or impaired...and is unresolved. Incomplete mourning. Sx: 

prolonged signs of acute grief, depression, substance abuse, somatization. Disenfranchised grief, which 

is denied open acknowledgement and public expression... results from generations of devastating losses 

that have been disenfranchised through the prohibition of indigenous ceremonies as well as through the 

larger society’s denial of the magnitude of genocide against American Indians.  

(Based on Maria Yellow Horse Brave Heart’s Doctoral Dissertation) 

The history of trauma 
LOSS OF DIGNITY AND PSUEDO-SCIENCE. Early “science” took on many forms before and after the 

discovery of the New World. People have always been concerned with tracing themselves to their 

http://www.ehcounseling.com/
http://www.echohawkcounseling.com/ehc-resource/workshops/healing-historical-trauma-training/
http://aboriginal.telethonkids.org.au/media/54889/chapter10.pdf
http://aboriginal.telethonkids.org.au/media/54889/chapter10.pdf
http://www.whitebison.org/magazine/2005/volume6/no6.htm
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beginnings. In early times much study was devoted to descendency, lineage, genealogies, blood lines (to 

determine whether pure or mixed), breeding, and the like.  

Anthropology and physiology studies were later (1700s-1800s) combined with the science of linguistics 

(used to trace human migrations, and the mixing of the races, by finding common characteristics in 

languages) to help trace human origins, much of which is discredited today by genetic based research. 

Linguistics as a scientific method was also used alongside anthropology to demonstrate, so they 

thought, that the German language was the purest language (the least mixed with other languages) 

which gave “scientific evidence” that Germanic tribes were the purest race. Not surprisingly, the 

science of the day fortified the people using these early methods.  

The deadliest among these so-called discoveries was this; science now gave “proof” that the human 

species was divided into races that could be stratified into superior to inferior layers. These racial 

theories gave shape and justification to the development of American social policy. (See “The Aryan 

Myth: The History of Racism and Nationalistic Ideas in Europe” Leon Poliakov) 

EXAMPLE: Phrenology (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phrenology) 

“Surprisingly few phrenologists argued against the emancipation of the slaves. Instead they argued 

that through education and interbreeding the lesser peoples could improve.[40] Another argument was 

that the natural inequality of people could be used to situate them in the most appropriate place in 

society [thereby justifying classism and servitude].” 

“Some people with causes [in the early 1800s] used phrenology as justification for European superiority 

over other "lesser" races. By comparing skulls of different ethnic groups it supposedly allowed for 

ranking of races from least to most evolved. Broussais, a disciple of Gall, proclaimed that the Caucasians 

were the "most beautiful" while peoples like the Australian Aboriginal and Maori would never become 

civilized since they had no cerebral organ for producing great artists.[39]” 

“Gender stereotyping was also common with phrenology. Women whose heads were generally larger 

in the back with lower foreheads were thought to have underdeveloped organs necessary for success in 

the arts and sciences while having larger mental organs relating to the care of children and religion.[41] 

While phrenologists did not contend the existence of talented women, this minority did not provide 

justification for citizenship or participation in politics.[42]” 

For further reading on race and science see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_racism  

The Pawnees 

Beginning in the late 1800s volunteer Pawnees, who considered themselves allies with the US, were 

formed into an Army troop known as the Pawnee Scouts, and served under a white officer—Maj. Frank 

North. The Pawnee felt it was an honor to serve the US military as Scouts. It was a way to be off the 

Nebraska reservation and take part in something meaningful to them. In 1869 some Scouts were 

mustered out of a stint in the military (Fort Harker, KS). On their way home they stopped to visit a white 

settler who was a friend. Upon leaving they were killed by people believing them to be hostiles. The US 

Army Surgeon General had previously given standing orders that Pawnee heads were to be taken when 

possible for his studies in Washington. The morning after their death soldiers went to their bodies and 

http://www.ehcounseling.com/
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decapitated them and sent their heads to Washington. Their heads later became part to the Native 

remains kept at the Smithsonian.  

This story came to light in the 1990s in my hometown of Pawnee, Oklahoma. The community became 

distressed and began to grieve. It was at a time when around the country Native remains were being 

repatriated to their tribes for burial, or reburial as the case may be. The Pawnee high school Indian 

students made four cedar boxes for the heads of these dishonored Scouts, whose names were known to 

them. The Scouts were then repatriated with other remains and funerary objects held at the 

Smithsonian for reburial in 1994 and escorted to our homelands in Nebraska. Local Nebraskans gave 

support to us for this. It was the first time since our removal from Nebraska in 1874 that the tribe as a 

group returned from Oklahoma to the Nebraska Pawnee homeland, lead by our elders. The high-

schoolers who made the cedar boxes would be 35 year old men and women today (in 2014) with kids of 

their own. 

http://www.ehcounseling.com/
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The trauma of history 
 

http://www.ehcounseling.com/
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Recognizing its effects in the present 
Addiction in this presentation can be viewed as out-of-control behavior being driven by the underlying 

unresolved trauma and ungrieved grief that has given shape to a trauma-based narrative. It would 

compare to weeds in the garden, addiction being the behavioral weeds you see above the surface and 

the root system being the underlying trauma. Pulling the tops off the weed (abstinence) looks good for 

the moment but nothing really changes until the root system gets dealt with (sobriety). Furthermore, 

when healing is necessary for the whole garden, as in HT, the soil must undergo changes, too. That is to 

say, the social issues affecting the garden must change. 

Small “t” Trauma: A frightened child is repeatedly left alone and neglected. The child feels 

overwhelmed and unable to know what to do. Thoughts about why she’s left alone become beliefs. 

Memories of this happening over and over form a pattern. These memories and beliefs are charged with 

strong associations; sensory associations such as physical (body) memories, associations of smells, 

sounds, tastes. Images and movie clips organize the associations, and are further strengthened by 

emotional memory. The memories form a whole narrative. Associated words are representative of this 

consolidated memory network. The beliefs are fixed in time and are rigid, that is, isolated from 

adaptive memory networks. Associated thoughts form a narrative that “proves” the truth of the 

beliefs. The consolidated memory becomes a self-reinforcing system stored in isolation from new 

experience. Events in the present, similar to stored events, signal “it is happening again.” Over time 

the consolidated small “t” trauma develops a warning system—an ability to spot patterns (or “shapes

”) in the environment (pattern matching) that indicate danger is present. As a result the original 

cumulative “overwhelm” is sustained through time making the trauma timeless. 

“We Shall Remain” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gs0iwY6YjSk&feature=youtu.be 

Projecting a course of treatment and recovery 
 

http://www.ehcounseling.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gs0iwY6YjSk&feature=youtu.be

